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I. I NTRODUCTION

T HE borderless penetration of image/video transmission
and archiving is a tidal tendency in modern applications.

High-reality image communications are demanded by profes-
sional experts and the general public.

Some important imaging technologies have been emerged
and are in progress for higher reality and deeper impression.
Multi-spectral or many-primary color imaging is studied for
wide-gamut color reproduction. Since the advent of super
high-definition (SHD) imagery, spatial resolution and bit depth
of color components are increasing; 2K/4K/8K-pixel/line in
digital cinema, 40K-pixel/line for virtual slides in coming
telepathology. High-dynamic range (HDR) image applica-
tions are expansive over many fields including entertainment,
medicine, and archiving. High-speed CMOS image sensors
allow to capture a sequence of images at a thousand frames per
second or more. All of these issues increase the data rates of
digital images and their quality demands innovations in image
processing technology.

II. F IELDS OF RESEARCH

• Image/Video Coding
• Image/Video Analysis and Processing
• Color Demosaicing and Digital Halftoning
• Digital Signal Processing

A few topics are briefed in the following sections.

III. PERSONNEL OFKL AB IN 2009

• 6 PhD students (3-year course)
• 10 Master students (2-year course)
• 6 Bachelor students

The above numbers apply to a strict sense of KLab. Greater
KLab is operated with the other three faculties: Prof. S. Sasaki
in wireless communication systems, Assoc. Prof. S. Mura-
matsu in image coding/DSP/VLSI implementations, and As-
soc. Prof. M. Yukawa in adaptive signal processing. As a
result, Greater KLab including ten overseas students is of quite
a large scale and scope.

IV. I MAGE/V IDEO CODING

Various types of image contents including color images,
(high dynamic range) grayscale images, color-quantized im-
ages, bilevel document images, and halftone images are

TABLE I
PROFILE COMPARISON AMONG MAJOR STANDARD CODECS.

Item SBC JPEG 2000 JPEG-LS JBIG2

Power consumption ?©?©?© ?© ?©?©?©?© ?©
Functionality ?©?©?©?© ?©?©?©?© ?© ?©?©
Color images ?©?©?© ?©?©?© ?©?©?© ?©
Color-quantized images ?©?©?©?© ?© ?©?© ?©?©
Bilevel images ?©?©?© ?© ?©?© ?©?©?©?©
Halftone images ?©?©?©?© ?© ?© ?©?©?©?©

Marks imply; ?©?©?©?© excellent,?©?©?© good, ?©?© fair, and ?© poor.

Fig. 1. Arbitrarily shaped ROI transmission. Original and ROI-decoded.

compressed with thesimple bit-plane codingin reasonable
power consumption. Major functionalities include progressive
transmission/decoding, selectable tile-partitioning, arbitrarily
shaped ROI (See Fig. 1), pixel accuracy scalability before
encoding, and repetition resilience against near lossless com-
pression.Bit modeling by pixel value estimatesis the new
context modeling and helps adaptive binary arithmetic coding
to work efficiently. (See Table I)

V. COLOR DEMOSAICING

Scenes and portraits are imaged onto an image sensor
equiped with a color filter array in single-chip digital cameras.
The most popular CFA consists of a periodic 4-pixel block
where two pixels are for green and the other two pixels are
for red and blue, respectively. Hence two thirds of color values
on pixels are missing and they have to be estimated to generate
natural color images. For high-quality color demosaicing, edge
directions are estimated around local neighborhoods and color
values are corrected in the hue vector field. The method
outperforms the other existing ones at present. (Figs. 2 & 3)
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Fig. 2. Visual appearance of the color reproduction. (a) Original. (b) ACPI.
(c) PCSD. (d) Proposed.

Original ACPI

PCSD Proposed
Fig. 3. False color distribution in CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram. The test
image issquare snake, a rectangular-spiral gradation of gray tones.

VI. M EDICAL IMAGE ANALYSIS

A project on histopathological image analysis for the clas-
sification of borderline grades of oral cancer is conducted as a
joint study with Division of Oral Pathology, Graduate School
of Medical and Dental Sciences, Niigata University. For ac-
curate and objective diagnosis of the borderline malignancies,
a new method has been developed based on a comparison
of the elevation levels in the drop shape betweentwin-pairs
of neighboring rete ridges (See Fig. 4). It is also possible to
investigate the single layer of basal cells which tend to densely
align against the interior boundary of the rete ridge.
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Fig. 4. A pair of rete ridge twins in epithelial hyperplasia.
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